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A display device particularly suited for providing the pilot of an aircraft with combined inflight attitude, heading, altitude, and horizontal situation information previously available only by using two or three devices providing separate displays. The preferred embodiment of this invention combines a commonly used and commercially available flight director-type device for providing a display in combination with a miniature aircraft supported for angular displacement from a vertical orientation to indicate heading error, or heading offset, and an extended course deviation indicator bar which projects into juxtaposition with the miniature aircraft for providing a true picture of the aircraft’s horizontal situation relative to a selected VOR, ILS, or MLS course.
SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING AN INTEGRATED DISPLAY OF INSTANTANEOUS INFORMATION RELATIVE TO AIRCRAFT ATTITUDE, HEADING, ALTITUDE, AND HORIZONTAL SITUATION

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

The invention described herein was made in the performance of work under a NASA contract and is subject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85–568 (72 Stat. 435; 42 USC 2457).

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The invention generally relates to aircraft instrumentation and more particularly to an integrated attitude, altitude, and horizontal situation indicator display particularly suited for use in providing an aircraft pilot with critical inflight attitude, altitude, and horizontal situation information relative to a selected flight path in a more intuitively understandable manner. Furthermore, by combining on a single display intelligence, previously available only on multiple displays, a pilot is provided with all of the necessary flight parameters needed to control his flight path during both enroute navigation and final approach to landing under instrument conditions. This eliminates the heretofore existing need to scan several instruments in order to obtain the same information.

It is important to understand that the display unit of the instant invention is intended to operate in either a SITUATION MODE or a COMMAND MODE. In the SITUATION MODE the “true” angular relationships and offsets relative to a selected radial from a navigational facility, such as VOR, MLS, or ILS, or course, are displayed in a “true” pictorial form along with attitude and altitude information. The SITUATION MODE also embodies a heading submode in which errors from a selected heading are pictorially presented in an intuitively simple manner.

In the COMMAND MODE, angular relationships and offsets from a “computer-generated” course are displayed to a pilot in substantially the same manner as that heretofore described. The difference between the SITUATION MODE and the COMMAND MODE exists in the fact that in the SITUATION MODE, the pilot sees his true relation to a selected VOR, MLS, or ILS course or radial, and seeing this, can decide on the most appropriate flight path necessary to intercept and capture such course or radial. In the COMMAND MODE, however, a course is generated within a flight director computer and the pilot then sees his angular relationships and/or offsets with respect to the computer generated course which, if followed, will cause the aircraft to turn, climb, or descend as is necessary to smoothly intercept the selected VOR, MLS, or ILS course or radial.

Within the SITUATION MODE of operation for the display, submodes of heading (HDG), navigation (NAV), and approach (APPROACH) are available for displaying the total amount of intelligence necessary to control the aircraft. In the COMMAND MODE of operation, submodes of NAV and APPROACH are available to furnish all of the necessary information to control an aircraft to conform that the computer-generated flight path will carry the aircraft to its intended destination.

2. Description of the Prior Art

The prior art is, of course, replete with instrumentation including devices and systems the primary purpose of which is to provide pilots of aircraft with information relative to aircraft heading, altitude, attitude, course and glideslope deviation, as well as other information not here pertinent. Of primary concern here, however, is instrumentation having a capability for depicting attitude and altitude information, angular and lateral displacement from selected radials, and flight director computer steering information.

Horizontal situation indicators for providing heading errors and lateral offsets from VOR, MLS, or ILS radials are commercially available from many sources such as, for example, Sperry Rand Flight Systems Division, Phoenix, Ariz., King Radio Corporation, Olathe, Kan., Bendix Avionics Divisions, New York, N.Y., Lear Siegler Instrument Division, Grand Rapids, Mich., Collins Radio Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and others.

Moreover, separate horizontal situation indicators are widely used in aviation and instrumentation capable of providing horizontal situation information only are manufactured and sold by most of the companies aforementioned. Typical of these displays are the Sperry RD-350A display, the Eado-Aire Mitchell Navigation Situation Display, the King Radio KCS 55 Pictorial Navigation System, and the Bendix FCS-801 Horizontal Situation Indicator. All of these instruments provide horizontal situation information, and only horizontal situation information.

Also well known are flight director indicators which serve to combine aircraft attitude displays with steering information or lateral and vertical offset information. Such instruments generally superimpose course and glideslope deviation needles, steering dots, or command bars over the face of a command gyroscopic display. Typical of these instruments are the Lear Siegler Mode 4058F and 4061D Attitude Direction Indicators, the Eado-Aire Mitchell Steering Horizon, the Sperry Flight Systems HZ-6F Flight Director, and numerous others.

Separate course and glideslope indicating systems are also manufactured by most of the aforesaid companies. These units generally are considered similar in design and function and are typically represented by the King Radio Company KI 213, KI 214, and KI 520 VOR/LOC indicators.

Consequently, it can be appreciated that an aircraft may be equipped with instrumentation fed by signals derived from pressure altimeters, radar altimeters, navigation receivers, heading reference systems, and onboard computers which utilize flight data and navigational signals and drive devices capable of providing displays designed to indicate situation errors, steering commands, pitch and roll commands, and/or course and glideslope deviations necessary to control an aircraft over either a selected or computed flight path.

It also must be noted that numerous terminal guidance systems heretofore have evolved for generating guidance commands adopted to be displayed to a pilot so as to enable him to control his aircraft in such a manner that will optimize his interception of a selected course or glideslope. Most of these systems have either been implemented as hard-wired analog logic or digital computer algorithms which, upon receipt of flight and navigational information from onboard radios and flight sensors, output guidance commands that may be imple-
It is another object to provide a combined attitude and horizontal situation display unit particularly suited for use in a NAV (navigational) submode of a SITUATION MODE for presenting an aircraft pilot with combined attitude, altitude, and horizontal situation information relative to a selected VOR course, or radial, using VOR/LOC receiver and converter systems commonly available and well known to aircraft operators, while maintaining a preselected altitude, attitude, horizontal situation, whereby control over an aircraft is achieved through an observation of a single integrated display instrument.

It is another object to provide an instrument having a capability of an integrated attitude and horizontal situation display particularly suited in an APPROACH SUBMODE whereby aircraft attitude and instantaneous course and glideslope deviations are instantaneously displayed and a continual pictorial representation of the aircraft's angular and lateral offsets from the final approach course is provided for use by an aircraft pilot on an ILS or MLS approach to landing at a selected airfield.

It is another object to provide a display mechanism for communicating position and steering information provided by any one of several commercially available flight director computers intended to function in a CMD/NAV (command/navigational) MODE to provide guidance information for facilitating a smooth intercept of a selected course or radial and to intercept and maintain a desired altitude.

It is another object to provide a display mechanism adapted to function in an CMD APPROACH MODE for communicating position and steering information provided by one of several commercially available flight director computers intended to provide guidance information to permit a pilot to smoothly intercept and maintain course and glideslope during an ILS (instrument landing system) or MLS (microwave landing system) approach to landing.

These, together with other objects and advantages, are achieved by integrating into a signal display unit features commonly provided separately in a gyro display, a course and glideslope deviation indicator, a horizontal situation indicator, and numeric readout devices, as will become more readily apparent in view of the following description and claims in light of the accompanying drawings.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a pictorial view of a display generated by a display unit included in the system embodying the principles of the instant invention.

FIG. 2 is a cross sectional view of the display unit shown in FIG. 1.

FIG. 3a is a schematic view, in block diagram form, of a system employed for driving the display unit in a HEADING SUBMODE of a SITUATION MODE.

FIG. 3b is a pictorial view of a display generated by the display unit driven by the system of FIG. 3a depicting the instantaneous situation of the aircraft, within which the system is mounted, relative to a selected VOR radial.

FIG. 3c is a pictorial view diagrammatically illustrating the instantaneous situation for the aircraft pictorially displayed in FIG. 3b relative to the selected VOR radial.
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At the outset, it is important to appreciate that the
system which embodies the principles of the instant
invention includes a display unit 10, FIG. 1, suited for
providing information relating to the attitude, altitude,
and horizontal situation for an aircraft, herein for the
sake of convenience referred to as a piloted aircraft,
within which the unit 10 is mounted. The unit 10 is
adapted to be connected, in slaved relation, with com-
mercially available and commonly known devices,
aforementioned, frequently employed for acquiring
information relating to flight parameters and providing
navigation signals.

For SITUATION MODE applications, which do not
require command-type inputs to the unit 10 from an
onboard computer, the basic system for driving the
display unit 10 consists of a heading reference subsys-
em; an altitude reference subsystem; a VOR/LOC
receiver converter circuit; a glideslope receiver circuit;
and a control panel module. The above-mentioned sub-
ystems, circuits, and panel module are available from
several well known instrument manufacturers, previ-
ously named.

For expanded COMMAND MODE capabilities, the
basic system also may include a flight director computer
employed to generate steering information to RNAV,
VOR, ILS, or MLS inbound courses.

Again, it is important to appreciate that flight direc-
tor computers having the capability for providing com-
mand-type steering information, relative to acquiring
and maintaining a preselected course defined by one or
more navigational aids, also are well known to aircraft
operators and manufacturers. The range of capabilities
of such systems extend from simple computations neces-
sary to establish a fixed intercept angle on a preselected
and to gradually washout the intercept angle as the
aircraft approaches a selected VOR radial, up to
systems which have a capability for simultaneously
monitoring signals from multiple navigational aids and
generating non-aligned courses and flight paths, as well
as climb and descent commands at appropriate points
along the flight path.

While the display unit of the instant invention is
adapted to accept signals from a large number of com-
puter systems, the display presented to the pilot is estab-
lished utilizing a common basic display unit, regardless
of the capabilities of the systems employed in driving the
unit 10.

To exemplify, one flight director computer meeting
the requirements for expanded COMMAND MODE
has been fabricated under contract NASA-2199 with the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Other
computers are available from various aircraft instru-
ment manufacturers, as previously noted. In other
words, it is to be understood that all of the subsystems
employed in driving the display unit for providing the
displays herein discussed comprise commercially avail-
able systems which can be used without modification to
supply the necessary driving signals to operate the unit
10. Therefore, a lengthy detailed discussion of each of
the component parts, subsystems, and circuits employed
in driving the unit 10 is deemed unnecessary and, ac-
cordingly, is omitted in the interest of brevity. It will,
however, be appreciated that in some instances, minor
signal conditioning, while well within the skill of the art, may
be required to obtained desired compatibility, however
this conditioning is in the form of modification to volt-
age levels and is a function well known to those familiar
with techniques employed in interfacing instrumenta-
tion equipment and systems.

Attention now is invited to FIGS. 1 and 3e through
FIG. 6a, of the drawings, wherein there is illustrated, in
block diagram form, a system having the capability for
driving the unit 10 of the instant invention in a SITUA-
TION MODE.

As herein employed, the term “SITUATION
MODE” is intended to identify a mode of operation for
the display unit 10 where attitude, altitude, and horizon-
tal situation information for a piloted aircraft is dis-
played in an understandable manner so that the pilot is
permitted to see a depiction of his aircraft’s angular
relationships and offsets with respect to selected VOR
radials and altitudes, or with respect to selected ILS
courses and associated glideslopes.

The display unit 10, as best shown in FIG. 1, includes
an attitude gyro display 12, the purpose of which is to
provide turn-bank information. A course deviation bar
is provided for indicating course deviation, relative to
a selective heading or bearing. Similarly, a glideslope
signals are adjusted so that when the aircraft is on the vertical bars thereof. Full scale deflection is normally
overlap occurs well to both sides of the runway and the im approximately one-half-scale deflection on the horizontal and
croamp glideslope deviation signal will provide approx-
tion of the offset of the aircraft from the centerline, the signal strength from each of the two patterns will be equal. The implementation of ground LOC systems also is well known to aircraft operators and instrument manufacturers, and it is commonly used at terminal areas throughout the United States and other countries.

The ground glideslope generating system 36 is similar to the ground LOC system, except that a pattern is radiated in a manner such that one signal is directed below the desired glide path and the other signal is directed above the desired glide path. The amplitudes of the transmitted signals are adjusted so that, when an aircraft is on the glideslope, both the upper and lower signals are received with the same signal strength. Glideslope systems are in common use in terminal areas throughout the United States and other countries, and the operation thereof also is well known to aircraft operators and instrument manufacturers.

Numerous heading reference systems are commercially available for aviation use, and their operations are well known to aircraft operators and instrument manufacturers alike. The system herein designated 38 preferably employs directional gyros which remain in a given angular orientation with respect to horizontal azimuth angle. As the aircraft turns, the housing rotates around the gyro forming different gimbals with the space stabilized directional gyro. Attached to the gyro gimbals by gearing, cabling, or direct shaft coupling are synchro transmitters having output voltages proportional to the relative angular positions assumed between the primary and secondary windings. Since the case of the synchro is generally fixed to the gyro frame, it rotates around the azimuth gimbals as the aircraft turns. The shaft, affixed to the azimuth gymbals remains stationary in space being mechanically affixed to the space stabilized directional gyro. Thus voltage outputs are obtained that are direct functions of aircraft heading. This and other types of heading reference systems are available from most of the previously named instrument manufacturers.

Altitude sensing systems, such as the system herein designated 36, are commonly used in aviation and serve convert ambient outside atmospheric pressure to altitude, which is represented in the form of an output voltage proportional to altitude. These systems have adjustment mechanisms which allow day-to-day variations in sea level atmospheric pressure to be inserted in the Kollsman window of conventional altimeters, in the form of “current altimeter settings” provided by control towers and weather stations operated by the Federal Aviation Administration. Altimeters or altitude sensing systems are available from the National Semiconductor Corporation of Santa Clara, California as well as from most of the previously named instrument manufacturing companies. Such systems, likewise, are well known to aircraft operators and instrument manufacturers.

Course and glideslope deviation indicators, including deviation bars, herein designated 14 and 16, respectively, are commonly used in many instrument systems designed by a variety of aircraft instrument manufacturers. These instruments are driven by signals obtained from the airborne VOR/LOC converter and glideslope receiver, herein designated 32a, 32b, and 34, respectively. Typically, a standard 78 microamp glideslope deviation signal will provide approximately one-half-scale deflection on the horizontal and vertical bars thereof. Full scale deflection is normally
achieved at approximately 150 microamps. The polarity of the voltage determines the direction of deflection up or down on the horizontal bar and left or right on the vertical bar. Course and glideslope deviation bars are in common use on many instruments, including both course and glideslope deviation indicators and flight director displays.

TO/FROM indicators, herein designated 26, also are well known and commonly used in VOR equipment designed by various instrument manufacturers including most of those previously mentioned. Based on the relationship between a selected course and an actual course sensed by the VOR/LOC converter, the VOR/LOC system will provide a signal of positive or negative polarity which will cause the TO/FROM indicator to move to the appropriate indication. The use and application of TO/FROM indicators, of course, are well known in the field of general aviation.

Course selectors, herein designated HDG/BRG SELECTOR and identified by the reference numeral 40, are commonly used on VOR/LOC display systems. The course selector is provided with a knob attached to the rotor of a resolver system which provides output voltages with phasing and amplitude representative of a selected OMNI bearing. These signals are fed to a comparator in the VOR/LOC converter which generates course deviation signals to drive the course deviation indicator bar, depending on the relationships between the course selector voltages and the reference and variable phase signals that determine the aircraft's angular location with respect to the VOR station on the ground. Course selector systems are commonly used on VOR equipment manufactured by King Radio Corporation and most of the other aircraft instrument manufacturers previously named.

In the preferred embodiment of the SITUATION MODE system, the control module, hereinafter more fully described, herein designated 30, is used to interconnect the various leads for signals derived from the commonly used receiver and sensor circuits, previously described, to the appropriate internal circuitry of the instruments under consideration.

The following discussion applies to various submodes of the SITUATION MODE of operation for the system which embodies the principles of the instant invention.

SITUATION MODE

(HEADING SUBMODE)

In the HEADING SUBMODE, of the SITUATION MODE, a drive motor 42, FIG. 3a, for the display unit 10 of the instant invention will cause the miniature airplane 18 to move to an angular orientation that represents the heading error of the piloted aircraft within which the system is mounted. If on a selected heading, the miniature airplane 18 will be positioned straight-up. If the heading for the piloted airplane deviates from a desired heading, the orientation of the airplane will vary. For example, if the heading is 20° to the right of the desired heading, the miniature airplane 18 will likewise be angularly positioned 20° to the right of the straight up position, FIG. 3b. This indication comprises the same display as would be seen by an observer lying along the selected heading and looking down on the piloted aircraft from above. When the piloted aircraft is on a desired heading, the miniature airplane 18 will be so oriented as to point straight-up, thus, again, providing the same pictorial representation as seen by the overhead observer.

If the piloted aircraft turns 90° to the left of the selected heading, the miniature airplane 18 also will turn 90° to the left to again present a picture as seen by the overhead observer. A secondary feature incorporated in this submode of operation is the use of the vertical bar 14 to represent the direction in which the selected heading lies, and thus to act as a vernier indication of heading error when the error is less than 10°. For example, if the selected heading is to the right of the actual heading (from 0° to 180°) relative to the nose of the piloted aircraft, the bar 14 will be to the right of center. If the error is greater than 10°, the bar 14 will be deflected fully to the right. Within 10° of error, the bar will be deflected by an amount proportional to the amount of the heading error.

Similarly, if a selected heading is to the left of the actual position of the nose of the piloted aircraft, then the bar 14 will be deflected to the left. As the piloted aircraft passes through the 180° of error point, in which the shortest direction to turn suddenly goes from left to right, or right to left, the bar will quickly move to the other side of the instrument indicating the shortest direction to turn has shifted from left to right, or right to left, as the case may be.

To drive the instrument in the HEADING SUBMODE of the SITUATION MODE, signals from the heading reference system 38, representing instantaneous aircraft heading, are summed at a summing circuit 44 with signals acquired from the heading or bearing selector 40 in order to generate a heading error signal. Since it is desired that the miniature airplane 18 display this same heading error, a follow-up potentiometer, designated 46, is attached to the drive motor shaft for the miniature airplane and its output signal summed with the heading error signal. By summing the two signals, which are of opposite polarity, a drive signal is generated to cause the miniature airplane drive motor 42 to move in a direction which will null the difference between the heading error signal and the miniature airplane position signal. When these signals null one another, the motor comes to rest with the airplane at an angular displacement which represents the true heading error. As the heading error changes, the summing of the heading error signal and the miniature airplane position signal causes the miniature airplane to maintain an angular displacement matching the heading error of the piloted airplane, depicted in FIG. 3c.

As a secondary indication of heading error and as an indication to the pilot, for the piloted aircraft, of the "shortest direction to turn," the heading error signal is scaled at an amplifier 47 and directly applied to a drive motor 48 for the vertical bar 14. Thus, when the selected heading is to the right, the bar 14 deflects to the right. When the selected heading is to the left, the bar 14 deflects to the left. The amplifier 47 is of any suitable design having a required voltage amplification capability.

The summing, biasing, and scaling of the drive signals to the instrument can be accomplished using digital logic and the appropriate analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversions, as desired, although the same techniques can be used equally well for pure digital or pure analog circuitry.
In the navigation submode, herein simply referred to as NAV SUBMODE, the display unit 10 of the instant invention will cause the miniature airplane 18 to be driven in angular displacement to an angular orientation representing the heading error between the heading of the piloted aircraft, within which the system is mounted, and a selected inbound VOR radial, FIG. 4c. At the same time, the vertical course deviation bar 14 serves to indicate the left or right lateral offset of the selected inbound radial, FIG. 4b. Thus, if the piloted aircraft is established on the selected inbound radial and heading in an inbound direction to the station, the miniature airplane will assume a straight-up disposition, and the bar 14 will be centered over the miniature airplane. This is the same picture as would be seen by an overhead observer looking down on the piloted aircraft.

If, however, the piloted aircraft is to the left of the selected inbound radial but paralleling the direction of the radial, the miniature airplane will be in a straight-up disposition, but the vertical bar 14 will be displaced to the right, again provided a display corresponding to a field of view as seen by an overhead observer. If the pilot for the aircraft now turns 40° to the right, FIGS. 46 and 4c, in a corrective maneuver, to intercept the radial, which is positioned to his right, the miniature airplane 18 also will turn 40° to the right but the vertical bar 14 will remain offset to the right until the corrective maneuver starts to bring the piloted aircraft closer to the selected radial. Again, the display presentation is the same as is seen by the overhead observer, since the miniature airplane 18 also is turned 40° to the right and in the direction of the vertical bar 14. As the piloted aircraft corrects to the selected radial, the vertical course deviation 14, slowly moves back toward the center of the display.

In the implementation of the NAV SUBMODE, the heading selection accommodated by the SELECT knob 20 for a HDG/BRG SELECTOR circuit, of known design, is manipulated to provide a selection signal corresponding to a desired VOR radial. Signals from the VOR receiver/converter circuit 32a representing the present position of the aircraft with respect to the selected VOR radial are furnished to the course deviation bar, substantially the manner in which signals are furnished for a normal VOR presentation familiar to aircraft operators and instrument manufacturers. However, when operating in the NAV SUBMODE, the VOR radial selection signal is also used as the heading reference signal and is summed, at a summing circuit 50, with instantaneous heading signals received from the HEADING REFERENCE SYSTEM 38 for providing an output to the driver motor 42. Thus, the miniature airplane 18 is driven in the same manner as described for the HEADING SUBMODE so that the angular displacement of the miniature airplane 18 follows the error of the piloted aircraft heading relative to the inbound VOR radial, previously selected.

Hence, if the desired radial is to the right, the bar 14 will lie to the right of the miniature airplane 18. If the desired radial is to the left, the bar 14 will lie to the left of the miniature airplane 18, as illustrated. If the piloted aircraft is on a desired radial, the bar 14 will coincide with the center line of the miniature airplane, that is, it will be in the center of the display. Of course, if the piloted aircraft is paralleling the inbound heading of the selected radial, the miniature airplane 18 will assume a straight-up disposition. If the piloted aircraft is pointed left of the inbound heading of the selected radial, the miniature airplane 18 will be pointed left by a corresponding amount. If the piloted aircraft is pointed right of the selected radial inbound heading, the miniature airplane 18 will be pointed to the right by a corresponding amount.

An altitude hold submode, herein referred to as ALT HOLD SUBMODE, can be operated simultaneously, with either the HDG or NAV SUBMODES, aforementioned. In the ALT HOLD SUBMODE, the glideslope deviation bar 16 displays altitude error such that if the piloted aircraft is below a selected altitude, the horizontal bar will move up in the display. If the piloted aircraft is below the selected altitude, the bar 16 will move down in the display provided by the display unit 10. If the piloted aircraft is at the selected altitude, of course, the bar 16 will be centered in the display. This provides the same pictorial representation as would be seen by an observer looking at a “slice” of the atmosphere in which the selected altitude is represented by the bar 16. Implementation of the altitude hold submode of the SITUATION MODE is accomplished employing a panel mounted ALT HOLD button, designated 52, FIG. 6a, mounted on a switch 54 connected within a circuit including an altitude reference system, designated 56 comprising an altitude transponder. The reference system 56 also is connected to a reference altitude storage register 58 of a suitable design. When the button 52 is depressed, the output voltage from the altitude transponder, of the system 56, is sampled and stored in the register 58. Upon release of the button 52, the output of the system 56 is summed, at a summing circuit 60, with the output of the register 58 constituting a stored value representing the altitude of the piloted aircraft at the time the ALT HOLD button 52 was depressed. An error signal thus obtained is scaled and used to drive a motor, generally designated 62, controlling the bar 16 of the display unit 10.

An initial selected altitude value as well as the subsequent current altitude values preferably are converted to digital form and processed by digital logic. The same or a similar technique can be used with analog circuitry employing a common sample and hold circuits for the reference signal and analog summing circuits to generate a necessary error signal.

With reference to FIGS. 5a through 5c, it can be appreciated that when the system of the instant invention is mounted in a piloted aircraft on approach, FIG. 5c, and is operating in an APPROACH SUBMODE of the SITUATION MODE, signals derived from the heading reference system 38, the LOC receiving converter 32b as well as the glideslope receiver 34 are employed in driving the unit 10. In this mode, an error signal from the LOC converter 32b is applied directly to the vertical bar 14 thus representing position of the inbound course with respect to the piloted aircraft. The use of the vertical bar 16 is common to a wide variety of commercial displays. Thus, when the inbound course is off to the left, the bar 14 is deflected to the left. When the inbound course is off to the right, the bar 14 is deflected to the right. This requires a standard course deviation display and is driven directly by the outputs of the VOR/LOC converter. However, as in the NAV
The system of the invention operating in a heading submode, HDG SUBMODE, in the COMMAND MODE operates in substantially the same manner as the system operates in the HDG SUBMODE, aforesaid, for the SITUATION MODE. Therefore, a description thereof is omitted in the interest of brevity.

(NAV SUBMODE)

The NAV SUBMODE of the COMMAND MODE permits flight-director-generated heading commands to be used in place of the course selection made in the SITUATION MODE. A typical display configuration provides heading error information, displayed with the miniature airplane 18, and turn direction information displayed on the vertical needle 14. This allows the pilot of a piloted aircraft to respond to heading commands generated in a flight director computer, herein designated 70. Such heading commands are normally designed to smoothly bring an aircraft onto a course set into the computer and/or to maintain a selected course once it is established. Signals of this type have provided a flight director computer supplied under U.S. Government Contract NAS4-2199. As an alternative, when a fixed ground track is to be maintained, the computer is employed to generate heading error signals, as previously described, but provide a situation-type display on the vertical bar 14 to indicate the actual offset of the piloted aircraft from the desired geographic path.

In the NAV SUBMODE, computer generated vertical profile commands, such as climb, descend, and level are displayed on the horizontal bar in place of the altitude hold commands used in the SITUATION MODE.

(Approach Submode)

In the APPROACH SUBMODE of the COMMAND MODE, the system of the instant invention provides computer-generated commands to the pilot of an aircraft equipped with the flight director computer 70. This typically includes heading error, displayed by means of the miniature airplane 18 and by use of the vertical bar 14 operated in the same manner as previously described under the HDG SUBMODE of the SITUATION MODE; and pitch error, which is the deviation in pitch of the piloted aircraft from that commanded by the computer 70. Using heading and pitch commands, the flight director computer, by means of the display unit 10 hereinbefore described, provides heading and pitch commands for smoothly bringing the piloted aircraft onto a desired final approach track, and onto the desired vertical profile that will ultimately bring the aircraft onto a selected runway. Such an implementation has, for example, been provided for by a flight director computer furnished to the government under Contract NAS4-2199.

It should be noted that the display unit 10 of the instant invention is capable of providing simultaneous horizontal and vertical situation or command information from the standard navigational devices previously described or from a flight director system which processes such information and generates guidance com-
mands, tracks, or vertical/horizontal profiles which are to be followed.

It should now be apparent that the instant invention serves to reduce confusion during enroute navigation and destination approaches by reducing pilot scan requirements and presenting essential information in a manner which is intuitively simple for a pilot to interpret.

**OPERATION**

It is believed that in view of the foregoing description, the operation of the system readily will be understood, however it will be briefly reviewed at this point.

The system embodying the instant invention has been designed to provide combined attitude, altitude, and horizontal situation information so that a pilot for a piloted aircraft need monitor only one instrument during critical portions of a flight being conducted under instrument flight conditions. That is, angular information that normally would require observation of a directional compass or directional gyro display is provided by the miniature airplane \(18\) and the vertical bar \(14\) of the display. Attitude information, which would normally require observation of a separate altimeter, is provided by means of the horizontal bar \(16\) of the display unit \(10\); or, when in the aforesaid APPROACH SUBMODE, glideslope information which normally would require the observation of a separate course/glideslope deviation indicator are available on the horizontal bar of the display unit \(10\). Lateral offsets, left or right, from a selected VOR radial, ILS localizer inbound course, or computer generated ground track is display in pictorial form using both the miniature airplane \(18\) and the vertical bar \(14\). When operated with a flight director computer, with the entire routine of flight preprogrammed into the computer, the entire flight is made with reference to just one single instrument allowing either command or situation information to be presented to the pilot to cause him to climb, level out, and descend the airplane at the appropriate times or places, thus to cause the pilot to follow a preslected or computer generated route of flight from his departure to his destination point, and to enable him to make an instrument approach at his destination airport.

In review, and referring to FIG. 1, the system is so designed that the miniature airplane \(18\) uses a straight forward display concept. The miniature airplane \(18\) serves as a pointer and indicates to a pilot his relative angular offset, left or right, from a heading or direction which he has selected to fly, or which has been selected by the flight director computer. To correct to the proper heading, the pilot simply turns left or right as is necessary to "fly" the miniature airplane \(18\) to a straight-up or forward indicating position.

In the heading submode or HDG SUBMODE of the SITUATION MODE, the course deviation bar \(14\) shows the pilot the shortest direction to turn to the selected heading. This compliments the information provided by the miniature airplane \(18\) in that, if the bar is to the left, the shortest direction of turn is to the left.

If the bar is to the right, the shortest direction of turn is to the right. The same information can, of course, be obtained by observing the miniature airplane \(18\) and simply turning in the direction which will cause the least amount of angular rotation of the miniature airplane in achieving the straight-up forward position. However, while the movement of the nose of the miniature airplane may only move a fraction of an inch during 10° of angular travel, the vertical bar \(14\) may move from one to two inches when the heading error is within the last 10°. This permits heading errors of just a fraction of a degree to be easily discerned by the pilot.

In the navigation submode or NAV SUBMODE of the SITUATION MODE, the course deviation bar \(14\) displays the lateral offset, left or right, from a selected VOR radial. For instance, if the bar is to the left, the radial is to the left and the pilot turns his aircraft until the desired angular intercept angle is displayed between the miniature aircraft with respect to the vertical bar. As correction takes effect and the bar \(14\) starts to move toward the center of the display, the angular correction and current offset easily can be observed from the pictorial combination provided by the miniature airplane \(18\), with respect to the course deviation bar \(14\). Thus, as the course deviation bar slowly approaches the miniature airplane, the pilot may "wash out" the angular correction by slowly turning the miniature airplane so that, at the point when the course deviation bar is centered, the miniature airplane is in alignment with the bar. In short, in the navigation submode of the SITUATION MODE, a pilot is able to observe a "true" picture of his aircraft and its offsets and angular relationships with respect to a selected VOR course or radial. The tendency to overshoot is greatly lessened, since the closing rates and angular offsets are intuitively presented to the pilot in pictorial form that evokes a natural and correct pilot response.

In the APPROACH SUBMODE of the SITUATION MODE, a pilot selects the localizer channel on his VOR/LOC receiver and sets in the published inbound localizer course on this HDG/BRG SELECT knob \(20\) on the fact of the display unit \(10\). The selected course is displayed at windows \(22\) and \(24\) by light emitting diodes, or LED'S, at the upper portion of the unit.

Again, as in the NAV SUBMODE, the position of the course deviation bar \(14\), left or right, indicates the direction of the inbound localizer course from the aircraft's present position. Using the same pictorial representation, the pilot adjusts the piloted aircraft's intercept angle by observing the angle of the miniature airplane \(18\) with respect to the vertical course deviation bar \(14\). As the piloted aircraft approaches the localizer course, the course deviation bar \(14\) moves toward the center of the display, given the pilot the "feel" that the miniature airplane \(18\) is flying toward the course. The pilot then simply adjusts the amount of angular correction used based on the intuitive "feel" provided by the closing rate of the course deviation bar with the miniature airplane, and the angular correction displayed by the miniature airplane with respect to the course deviation bar \(14\). At the same time, glideslope signals are presented on the glideslope deviation or horizontal bar \(16\) of the same display unit \(10\). This enables the pilot to simultaneously observe both his horizontal and vertical situation on the single integrated display.

Finally, in all of the various SITUATION and COMMAND SUBMODES, aircraft attitude, which is normally displayed on a separate attitude gyro display, is presented on the same display by the underlying gyrotype mechanism. Thus, in a single display, at the normal eye-to-instrument distance, all of the necessary flight parameters can be observed by the pilot using the single display and with no appreciable eye movement during the entire approach, except for crosschecks of engine instruments as may be occasionally necessary.
Selection of the basic modes and submodes of operation is accomplished with a standard selector panel. A typical selector panel was furnished under U.S. Government Contract NAS4-2199; however, many suitable selector panels are commercially available and familiar to operators of aircraft and manufacturers of aircraft instruments. Basically, through the use of switches, the selector panel interconnects the various receivers, converters, and display elements as described previously.

It should now be apparent that the aforementioned COMMAND MODE is essentially a heading mode in that the system concerns itself with turning the aircraft to a heading that is computed to bring the aircraft onto a desired VOR radial or localizer approach bearing, or to carry the aircraft along a preprogrammed sequence of courses and altitudes that may be necessary in navigating from a point of origin to a point of destination. When operating in the command mode, the pilot simply "flies" the miniature airplane straight-up, forward-indicating position. When a new heading is required, as may be the case on arriving at a intermediate way point, or for any other reason, the pilot will "wash in" a new heading command which manifests itself as a slow turn for the miniature airplane. The pilot senses the slow offset as a heading error and corrects by "flying" the miniature airplane to maintain the straight-up position, thus causing his aircraft to turn as commanded by the flight director computer. Obviously, the extent to which enroute navigational information can be automatically displayed is a function of the type of flight director computer selected and is not dependent on the instrument embodiment described herein. In certain cases, a complete origin to touchdown horizontal and vertical profile may be contained within the computer so that all climbs, turns, and course selections may be automatically made. In other instances, less sophisticated computers capable of generating simple intercept commands may be employed in all cases, however, the display techniques provided by the systems of the instant invention herein described are equally applicable.

In order to further demonstrate the operation of the display during various common flight conditions, attention is invited to FIGS. 8a through 11b. In FIG. 8a, an aircraft, represented by the open arrow, is on a heading of 157° and is approaching an incoming radial of 342°. This represents a common intercept condition when flying to a selected VOR radial. In FIG. 8a, the manner in which this condition is displayed to the pilot in the NAV SUBMODE of the SITUATION MODE is depicted. The miniature airplane is directed toward the course deviation bar by the exact intercept angle as is held by the selected aircraft depicted in FIG. 8b. The selected radial is displayed in window 22 while the present aircraft heading is displayed in window 24. Window 26 displays a "TO" indication which advises the pilot that the selected radial, 202°, will take the aircraft to the VOR station. The "TO/-FROM" indication is common to all VOR systems and is incorporated on all commercial VOR indicators.

In FIGS. 9a and 9b, a typical arcing approach is shown. The true position of the selected aircraft with respect to the inbound radial, 028°, is shown in FIG. 9b. The selected radial is displayed in window 22 while the present aircraft heading is displayed in window 24. Based on the aircraft’s present position, the 028° radial will take the aircraft to the VOR station, as indicated by the indicator 26.

FIGS. 10a and 10b, collectively, depict a situation common to the commencement of a procedure turn, a maneuver well understood by aircraft pilots and operators. In this situation, the pilot has proceeded outbound along the reciprocal of the 342° radial and has commenced a 45° turn away from the radial in order to make a "procedure turn" back onto the inbound 342° radial. For information only, it may be noted that the procedure turn is used when an approach is commenced from directly over the station and the aircraft must descend from a higher cruising altitude to a lower approach altitude and become established on a final approach VOR course. As can be seen in FIG. 10a, the true pictorial representation of the aircraft orientation with respect to the inbound 342° radial is clearly presented on the instrument display. Again, the selected radial value is displayed in the window 22 and the aircraft heading is displayed in the heading window 24. Again, the "TO" signifies that, with reference to the aircraft’s present position, a 342° radial will carry the aircraft "to" the station. The low position of the horizontal bar 16 of the display unit 10 indicates the airplane is above the level-off altitude.

In FIGS. 11a and 11b, an on-course situation is presented. Here, the pilot has been established on a selected VOR radial and is proceeding inbound toward the station. The course deviation bar 14 is centered indicating the selected aircraft will be on the selected radial and the miniature airplane is pointed straight-up, indicating the heading to be the same as the heading of the inbound radial. In this case 335° is displayed in both the selected course window 22 and the present heading window 24. The slightly high horizontal bar 16 indicates that the selected course is slightly below the selected attitude.

In view of the foregoing, it should be apparent that the instant invention provides for a practical display which is intuitively simple for a pilot to interpret.

What is claimed is:

1. A horizontal situation indicator for providing heading intelligence including a window having a transparent face disposed in a plane normally related to the longitudinal axis of the cockpit, a pointer mounted for visual observation through the face of said window pictorially depicting an instantaneous heading of the piloted aircraft relative to the selected course comprising a miniature aircraft supported for rotation about an axis normally related to the plane of said window, said window having a top, the center point of the top of the window being located above the axis of the pointer when the aircraft is in a normal level flight attitude, means for driving said miniature aircraft to an on-course position when the position of the piloted aircraft is on the selected course and the heading thereof is coincident with the bearing of the course.
said on-course position being indicated by the miniature aircraft when the nose thereof is pointed toward the center point of the top of said window, and means including a drive motor connected to said pointer and a heading error signal generator connected to the drive motor for angularly displacing the pointer from said on-course position to a heading error position wherein the nose is pointed at an angle relative to a line extended between the axis of the pointer and the center point equal to the instantaneous angle defined between the bearing of the selected course and the instantaneous heading for the piloted aircraft;

B. a course deviation bar extended downwardly from the top of said window and supported for displacement along a path extended horizontally across the face of the window, and means including a beacon signal/converter and a drive motor for displacing said bar along said path in directions and through distances corresponding to instantaneous directions and distances of the piloted aircraft relative to the selected course; and

C. an altitude deviation bar extended horizontally across the window, and means including an altitude error-signal generator and a motor connected to said altitude deviation bar for displacing the altitude deviation bar vertically across the face of said window as the altitude of the aircraft deviates from a selected altitude for the piloted aircraft.

2. An improvement as defined in claim 1 wherein said beacon signal receiver/converter comprises a VOR/-LOC receiver converter.